
 

Weekly Design Evaluation Your Name on each sheet printed __________________ 

Photo Real Image Contest  - 20 points total   Image # __________________ 

 Complexity and effort:  How complex or how much effort do you think this student put into his or her project 

(consider how the edges and surfaces look, the application of fillets and chamfers and similar items)?  

10         9        8        7    6    5   4 3 2   1     

A lot of effort,       Average amount,      Needs more effort,  Very little effort  

 Design Quality and Completeness: (does it look attractive, does it look like the real thing, lights, scene, 

camera, fills the image, centered, orientation, does it look complete?)  

 10          9           8        7         6       5          4      3         2     1 

Looks great,     Looks good,     Needs work,      Not correct,       incomplete 
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